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An Analycis of the Dynamics of a Liquid-Mcetal Contact

Device

Candidate of technical sciecesCO B. L. Aliyevskiy, doctor of

technical sciences A. I. Bertinov, and engineer A. G. Sherstyuk

The Sergo Ordzhonikidze Moscow Aviacion Institute

Statement of the problem. Liquid-metal contacts based on mercury,

sodium-potassium alloys, gallium and oth-.r low-melting-point metals arc'

employed for the electrical connection of rotating and stationary parts

of direct-current and alternating-current devices. A theoretical and

experimental investigation was conducted with respect to direct-current

unipolar rnachines 4k-&"and electrotechnological machine tools t. Con-

- tact devices of the ring type are employed for the transmission of

4heavy currents (rt) '." '

In the general case various loads aa..t on the liquic metal ef a ro-

tating ring conitact (Fig. 1): friction foices and external pressure,

inertial forces (centrifugal, gravitational, et al.), and als- electro-

L magnetic (clectrodynamic) forces. The behavior of liquid metal under

the eff.ect of the indicated loads has been examined in a number of work.b

- /1-4/, however, the dynamics of a liquid-metal contact levie has not

been investigat,'d up to the present time in a general Aay.
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The dynamics of a slip ring has important significance, since un-

der specific conditions, in particular in the ease, of ir-pernissible

cl. ctrodynaic effects, the spilling of the liquid mctil from th( con-

tact zone (inter-electrode gap) can occur, which leads to the breaking

of the electrical circuit A similar phenomenon is also possible in the

case of impermissible inertial effects as a result of the movement

with acceleration (deceleration) aa.,, a.. -a of the rotating contactLx device, for example, in electrotechnological machines tools with a mov-
ing working member.

Fig. 1. General diagram of a loaded
liquid-metal contact.
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In this article the dynamics of a liquid contact is investigated

on the basis of a general Navier-Stokes equation, which is simplified

with the introduction of certain assumptions, facilitating the solution

of the problem. The steady state of a liquid metal is analyzed under

the effect of electrodypamic and inertial loads. It is considered in

this case, that in the steady state the ring of liquid metal in the

inter-electrode space moves, without being deformed, i. e., that the

resultant acceleration of the metal particles under the total effect

ef all the loads is equal to zero =0

The dynamics of the continuous motion of a viscous liquid in the

4eneral case is described by a Navier-Stokes equation /5/ and the con-

dition of continuity:

+ -I ) (,V) +,f: ).
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+ - (2)

Designated in (l) and (2) art.:

- the density of the liquid metal;

v - the velocity vector of an elcr-cnta-y velurm. of the

metal;

p - pressure;

- the dynamic viscosity (coefficient of internal

friction)-

- the "second" viscosity (the coefficient of friction

with a change in the volume of a compressible liquid);

f - the volumetric density of extraneous forces (forces

of nonhydrodynamic origin).

/
We will conduct an analysis of the motion of the liquid, under the

following assumptions: a) a moving liquid metal in a contact is incompres-
(ti0'

sible 0. since its speed is considerably less than the speed

of the propagation of sound' in the liquid metal; b) due to the consider-

able thermal inertia the density of the liquid metal does no" depend on
("PA=: .

time \at c) the thermal conductivity of the metal is very

high, t' reforc grad T=O.

Undcr thse assumptions the equation of continuity (2) takes the

form /6/ d 0
div v =-0,

consequently, in equation (1)

V(v, gf~jiVV=-O, /

, and it is recorded in simplified form

o -"v  -"-- P + vA v '! F. 3

where v=- - the kinematic viscosity;
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f
F= - the density vector of r ass forces, having an acceleration

dimension and which takes the inertial and tho clcctro-

magnetic loads into account in the general case.

Estimation of the electromagnetic loads. Let us represert equation

(3) in the form of a system of two equations

+- +(VV V ----- - p. + A,. + F. (4 )

I (5)0=- Trr.. .jjW
where

F.=-; F.-L, rP.+VP,=VP;

i, n i - is the volumetric density vector of the inertial

forces;

IJBI - the volumetric density vector of the tic-

tromagnetic forces; tA-
j - the current density in the liquid mnttal;
B - the magnetic induction in the contact zone, .

caused by the current field, occurring

through the contact, and by other fie~ds;,

dT the elementary electromagnetic force, "

acting on element dV of the volume of the '.

metal;

P and p - pressures of mechanohydraulic and electro-

magnetic nature.

Systcm of equations (4), (5) was written under the condition, that
the velocity field is determined by the inertial loads, th-.i it is neces- .V

sary to examine equation (5) as an equation of perturl-ng effects.
v"

For simplifying the anulysis we will assume, that internal friction

is absent in the contact liqu-d, i. e., v=O. Actually losses to fric- ' '"

tion occur even at relatively low speeds in the liquid metal. Under

the assumption that v=O we will take the permitted error into account

4
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by introducing in the ring contact instead of the actual velocity field

and acceleration field the average angular velocity for the core of the

meta) flow where (d- the angular velocity of the iDtating elc

trodc and S >I /7/.

For the steady (equilibrium) state of the liquid metal, for ex- A

ample, when the ring of liquid metal of the de-energized contact is

formed by the inertial loads, the following equation is valid

dv dv
-= + (V;1) V 0. (6)

In this case equation (4) is transformed into an Euler equationfor the steady-state motion of an ideal incompressible liquid: -

gradp,=fopF.. (7)

The steady-state regime is also not disrupted in this case, if

Igradp, 1:' grad p, . (8)

since Jgrad pj serves as a measure of the operation of the resultant
of the inertial forces t-pF. and grad PA1 - of the electromag-

netic forces.

In the steady-state regime inequality (8) sho.ld be satisfied for

the entire volume of the liquid metal of the contact, thus taking (5)
and (7) into account the maximum inequality should also be valid

1, ,r,.)'+', +(9)

With disruption of condition (9), i. e., when f2> fthe metal flows out
of the contact.

The obtained inequality (9) is applicable for the calculation of / !.

the magnitude of the permissible current (current-carrying caoacity) .. *-

in the contact device with a horizontal axis of rotation (Fig. 2) in

the absence of its displacement. For maximum evaluation we will consi- _

der, that accelerations i:, the axial driction are absent, i. e., F.,'0.

5
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[.9.-. and the remaining relationships have the form:

F. v ply--;

" -%D,- 30,D,D.

* Here ,=O.5W since with dimensions characteristics for the contacts

it is possible to consider 1 -- 2 /1, 8/;
S

Jk - the current density in the contact;

B1 - the magnetic induction of current field I, flowing in ,

the circuit with the rotating contact;

D - the diameter of the free surface of the liquid metal;

Dk - the diameter of the rotating contact.

Since liquid-metal moAing contacts are employed, as a rule, in

devices with relatively large current values, then in comparison with

B1 it is possibie to disregard the ot er fields. For high-speed con-

tacts the centripetal acceleration A ) g. Then, in accordance with

(9), with given dimehsions and speeds of the contact

.oor

wP.e., (10)

where ,5- ,,=--- -the linear speed of the electrode at dia-

meter Dk (n - the rate of rotation);

-',-tL - - the linear speed of the electrode at diameter D1 .
J,)D,

On the basis of (9) it is possible to derive the expression for

estimating the permissible value of j. A deficiency of the corrspon-

j 6
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ing expressions, obtained with less general premises /1-4/, is the ab-

sence of consideration of all the possible inertial loads and the oL-

taining of them as a result of the solution of a one-dimensional prob-

lem. The latter leads, in particular, to a difference in - times the

quantitative resul.s for the estimation of the permissible current I,

calculated in accordance with /1-4/ and in accordance with expression
(10).

Estimation of the permissible inertizi loads. Let us examine the

steady state, at which condition (9) is fulfilled. In the general case

a rotating contact device can move in space with acceleration a, which

also takes the force of gravity into account. The condition, at which

the maximum values ax, a y, az do not lead to impermissible deviation

od the points of the free surface of the liquid metal from the calcula-

ted position in the steady state, is dete..'ined by the expression (see

the appendix)

(- D, a8.+al

p,

+ 2L 0  ..3D, D ,-- RP . (11)

where, in accordance with the designations of the geometric dimensions,

presented in Fig. 2. L=L +0' 5 (Dk-DI)tg k' and is the maximum

permissible relative deviation.

For satifying inequality (11) it is possible not to take the effect

of the accelerations on the liquid metal of the contact into account.

Fig. 2.The main geometric dimensions
of a liquid-metal contact.
I - the calculated level line; 2 -' , .the level line with a perturbing

effect.
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As illustration of the ob.tain4ed( calculational ~c:JithL pc'

dence I=f(v), calculated on the basis of (10) , for *mrtiil2 val-,cs cf

kI is presented in Fig. 3. Curvcs were plotted for mrnLcury (solid Iin()

-- -~--------Fig. 3. The dependence of permis-
I ~ 61 sible current in a liquid-meotal

__________ / contact on its linear velocity.

and sodium-potassium alloy (broken lines) at c temperature of T=323 0 K.

Fig. 4 show~s the straight lines a x+a y=f(a z), calculated -ccording to

(11), for three values of which define the zones ot normal opera-

tion of the liquid-metal contact.

AtIt

1,12 Fig. 4. Regions of pormissible
'20 - -1 K iiaxial and radial accelerations of

a liquid-metal contact device with
pz~ v revD =200m;

so'---- j L=4mm; D - D1=2.32 mm, 60=0.14.
kI

NKEY: 1I m~s2 , 2 - /s.
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_,__il . Accordedn': to thi d'.terr- i nra tion of thu comle.te d1f fer-

cf tL. ..cAr )L t> c, r aj f, Crti ) ioc, s

dp. " -dx 4- d + -- d,. (I-1)

Jor t!,, fr, c surfac,- p, is .qual to th,2 pressure of the arbient atmo--

p.h " oj' =uorst and dp, =0, thus on the basis of (7) and (12)

F..dz + .,dy4- F.,d, 0. (P-2)

In this casc taking the centripetal acceleration from (P-2) into

account w,- find

A + a, ) dr +- (Py + a,) d + a,d: -. (p-3)

Integrating (P-3) , we obtain

(P-4

whar2 C - the arbitrary constant of integration.

The, corresponding (P-4) equation for increases in the coordinates

of the point of the free sarface of the *iquid metal with disregarding

of the magnitudes of the second order of smallness has the form

XAA- ++ + a , + !!. a, = 0(P-5)

Let us introducc relative magnitudes of the deviations

#A and Sv y ,.

where %1o .%/ - the base dimr.:,sions, dcti rmined by the structure of

the contact device; .. equal to .%,, I.t us define as the given in-

creis- in the axial coordinat,., within the limits of which deviations

A..A are possible.

9
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" Taking as x, y calculational coordinates x0 , Y0 of the #xai.,inc(:

point of the surface, and as their relative magnituties the rxiu-

permissible deviations 6,. bye. on the basis of (P-5) wc can writo.

• "S- a .,.x+
.T. hAxOIx + j2AMY.S +

+ T A,27,<.X* .8X* + ye'sk'10'e. (P-6)

Inequality (P-6) is true for the calculational point with coor-
dinates x0, y0, which are connected functionally in such a way, that

S" the magnitude, standing on the right side of the inequality, varies
between their minimum and maximum values. Thus for the entire set of
calculational points the following inequality is valid

V xArG4X$ bf + -t z

(P-7)

where accelerations a, ay, a are functions of the coordinates. FromX y z
(P-7) it is possible to find the maximum permissible values of these

S / ,* accelerations, at which the inequality is still not disrupted.

Within the limits of rather small increases for any geometric

shape of a contact it is possible to consider the surface of the liquid

metal cone-shaped; then in accordance with the designations of the
0 -. dimensions of the contact, shown in Fig. 2, we will assume

X2 = 0,25D7;

X6 O SD,; Ax, a y, =. 0,5(D - D,);

L = L. + ID, - D, -- oM,. tD. - D. ijg ..

4 - Moreover, we will set 6xz-.8y-60

Substituting these values in (P-7), we obtain inequality (11).

Conclusions. The conducted analysis makes it possible to deter-
mine the parameters of the electromagnetic loads, at which the ring of

10
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F OW W.liq u id m ecta l, for m e~ d by the n e r t ia l load ., j3o (-: no t r.ov o i n. th e intt r-

9 lectrode space, and the accelerationls, whicrt do not c*3u , tho~ Irir-

znissible deviation of Lhe free suz-fL,,- uf 61,. -qujd ifrt;il frol- th.c

cal 1culated.
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